
2-10-2024 USPA Masterclass #51 “Radionics for Home and Garden” with Lutie Larsen 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:34:36 Eileen B: Question:  Does "high vitality" have anything to do with "structured water"? 

0:35:11 Annie M : What chart do you use to see how vital the seeds/plants are? 

0:35:32 Fayanne S: Did she say bee bomb or bee balm?\ 

0:35:42 Annie M : Replying to "Did she say bee bomb…" Bee balm 

0:35:50 Fayanne S: Thanks Annie 

0:35:57 Vaios E: Replying to "Question:  Does "hig..." structured water  will bring more vitality 

0:36:02 Annie M : Reacted to "Thanks Annie" with 👍 
0:36:06 Lalita S: Please give information on bee balm. Ehere to buy. Dosage. Thanks. 

0:37:20 Fayanne S: Just as in life!! 

0:39:00 Fayanne S: Replying to "Just as in life!!" Literally and figuartively! 

0:40:50 Trina C: how do you tune a plant or a field? 

0:41:08 Shaylynne S: I wonder if electro-horticulture would help or be unhelpful with radionic seeds/plants 

0:43:00 Eileen B: :  Annie, how do I play (specifically) with RADIONICS to heal/minimize the impact of 
adverse effects from 1.  Electromagnetic Radiation (EMF) and 2.  Infrasound and Low 
Frequency Noise (ILFN)? 

0:43:55 USPA Reacted to "Please give informat..." with 👍 
0:44:14 Nick F: Replying to ":  Annie, how do I p..." There are a lot of strategies. 

0:46:09 Eileen B: Wow! 

0:46:46 Annie M : Would you take the leaf/branch that’s showing the stress/disease as the witness or a 
healthier looking leaf/branch 

0:47:56 Anais S: What are the 4 centers please? 

0:48:09 Eileen B: I read somewhere that the insects that feed on aphids are dying from LIGHT pollution. 

0:48:57 Jane M: Will seeds that are balanced, remain balanced even if they don't get planted that year? ie. 
Once balanced, always balanced? 

0:48:59 Wanda D: 4 centres: roots, physical support, energy centre and growth or survival centre 

0:49:39 Annie M : Replying to "What are the 4 cente…" Root, physical, energy, growth/survival 

0:49:53 Donna W: Reacted to "Root, physical, ener..." with 👍 

0:49:56 Anais S: Reacted to "4 centres: roots, ph…" with 👌 

0:50:38 Eileen B: Replying to ":  Annie, how do I p..." Yes, for sure.  I am very interested in how SOUND can 
naturally cancel out toxic frequencies. 

0:50:54 David 
Easler: 

What's gases comprise the micro-climate? 

0:50:55 USPA Replying to ":  Annie, how do I p..." This question doesn’t fit in todays garden/farm talk  … 
maybe another day 

0:51:04 Trina C: Reacted to "Yes, for sure.  I am..." with 👍 

0:51:05 Gina B: Sonic bloom in house?  For house plants? 

0:51:12 Marsha M: Who did sonic bloom tapes? 

0:51:19 Eileen B: Sonic Bloom.  Please extrapolate. 

0:51:50 Nick F: Replying to ":  Annie, how do I p..." @eileen balint Check out work of SLIM SPURLING and 
his harmonizers for example 

0:52:32 Cynthia W: Reacted to "@eileen balint Check..." with 👍 

0:53:13 Trina C: i see that alot in tomatos from Sams 

0:53:25 USPA Reacted to "Root, physical, ener..." with ❤️ 

0:54:02 Nick F: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." read secrets of the soil and the secret life of plants 

0:54:13 Trina C: Reacted to "read secrets of the ..." with 👍 
0:54:18 Lori K: Reacted to "read secrets of the ..." with 👍 

0:54:21 Cynthia W: Reacted to "read secrets of the ..." with 👍 

0:54:39 Eileen B: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." thanks 



0:55:08 Nick F: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." tons of info in those two books 

0:55:10 USPA Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." @NICK FRANKS chris bird 

0:55:43 Vaios E: Reacted to "read secrets of the ..." with 👍 

0:56:27 Carlos P:  Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." "Secrets of the Soil" by Peter Tompkin ? 

0:56:44 Lou L: Reacted to ""Secrets of the Soil..." with 👍 

0:56:46 Nick F: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." That's the one. and Secret Life of Plants 

0:56:54 Nick F: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." AS 

0:57:00 Carlos P:  Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." Thanks 

0:57:00 Lalita S: Experience with computerized Copen machine with plants? Does it work? Thanks 

0:57:11 Lou L: Reacted to "Experience with comp..." with 👍 

0:57:11 Vaios E: Reacted to ""Secrets of the Soil..." with 👍 
0:57:12 Nick F: Replying to "Sonic Bloom.  Please..." also check out work of George Kueppfer 

0:57:19 Maureen H: Do we need an SE-5 do do this work or can it all be done on a Kelly Instrument? 

0:58:05 Nick F: Replying to "Experience with comp..." I used to use Copen NON-computerized machines 
and they appeared to work on plants 

0:58:57 Judelon L: Is anyone e,she hearing this as garbled? 

0:59:11 Pat M: Sound is fine for me 

0:59:11 Trina C: Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear..." it is clear to me 

0:59:13 Dan M: Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear..." It’s clear to me. 

0:59:19 Bob W: Sounds good 

0:59:20 Eileen B: Not to sound like I know anything, but I find INTENTIONS really get in the way. 

0:59:21 Lori K: Replying to "Do we need an SE-5 d..." se-5 and digital systems are sequential, while Kelly 
allows you to create complex chords with additional tuning banks 

0:59:43 David 
Easler: 

Please expand on the third Kidney? 

0:59:52 Annie M : Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear…" Sometimes it’s gotten a little garbled for me, but most 
of the time it’s been clear enough 

1:01:02 Carlos P:  QUESTION: Is it possible to get her book "Tips and Techniques for Farmers" 

1:01:27 Susan K: Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear..." Do you also use Biodynamic principles and remedies 
with balancing the subtle fields? 

1:01:47 Judelon L: I'm feeling open and interested. I'm not sure why this is happening. 

1:02:15 Trina C: Replying to "I'm feeling open and..." shouldn't you be open and interested? 

1:02:22 Sandra K: Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear…" Clear 

1:02:34 Marsha M: How do you know when plant is overstimulated? 

1:02:36 Carlos P:  QUESTION: What is your opinion/experience with the old Electro-Culture? 

1:02:45 Nick F: Replying to "Is anyone elshe hear..." You can use Biodynamic but you need to use the 
pendulum to find out what is needed. Is it Bio-D? Radionics? both? in what judicious 
combination? 

1:03:25 Wanda D: what tunings for seeds? 

1:03:54 D C: Do all seeds receive the same tuning? 

1:04:00 Lalita S: If one has salad outside can we improve what we are eating by intention 

1:04:08 Marsha M: Tuning is using rates (series of numbers). Can buy books w rates 

1:04:41 Trina C: Replying to "Tuning is using rate..." where can we buy books with rates? 

1:04:42 D C: So each type of plant seed has a different rate? 

1:04:47 USPA Reacted to "You can use Biodynam..." with 👍 

1:05:10 Nick F: Replying to "So each type of plan..." Basically corretc 

1:05:18 Nancy E: what is IDF ? 

1:05:20 Nick F: Replying to "So each type of plan..."One plant is not another plant 

1:05:24 D C: Replying to "So each type of plan..." thanks 

1:06:16 Gregory O: Have you done any work around restoring the seed germination stage in any gmo seedless 
plants? 



1:06:53 Richard J: If you balance one seed will the morphic resonance tune all of the seeds? Or do we need to 
balance all seeds? 

1:07:39 Donna W: Reacted to "If you balance one s..." with 👍 

1:07:52 USPA Replying to "what is IDF ?" what is IDF? 

1:08:05 Trina C: Reacted to "what is IDF?" with 👍 
1:08:12 Richard J:  Replying to "what is IDF ?" Intrinsic Data Field 

1:09:02 Eileen B: First Steps:  Where do BEGINNERS go when wanting to learn more about RADIONICS 
equipment. Years ago, the COST very much inhibited me ... has that changed?  (I am lousy 
with pendulums but I am very sensitive in other ways.) 

1:09:35 Bob F: Have you ever used electro culture? 

1:10:16 Eileen B: Oops.  Question ANSWERED.  Thanks 

1:10:36 Nick F: Replying to "First Steps:  Where ..."Put Radionics into amazon and you'll find some e.g. by 
Pete Radatti, Dan Mangum, Nick Franks etc 

1:11:11 Nancy E: Replying to "what is IDF ?" Thank you 

1:11:24 David 
Easler: 

The participant count is the golden ratio (approximate). 

1:11:33 Lori K: Replying to "First Steps:  Where ..."Lots of free stuff here: 

1:11:37 Lori K: Replying to "First Steps:  Where ..." https://www.kellyresearchtech.com/shop/media-krt-
free-library/15 

1:11:38 Tina C: https://little-farm-research-radionic-training.teachable.com/ 

1:11:48 Dan M: Reacted to "The participant coun..." with 👍 

1:11:51 Lou L: Can you name top three fav radionics devices? I 

1:12:06 Mary W: I see it and hear her 

1:12:38 Nick F: Replying to "Can you name top thr..." Quite often it's the one that works for you 

1:12:41 Lou L: Top three fav radionics devices for someone looking to invest in one. Thank you. 

1:12:59 Pat M: Can you use a Bionetix machine for any of this? 

1:13:17 USPA Reacted to "The participant coun..." with ❤️ 

1:13:24 Eileen B: Yes, Please speak to ELECTROCULTURE. 

1:14:13 Dan M: Replying to "Top three fav radion..." Personally I would get an instrument from Kelly 
Research Technologies. (KRT). 

1:15:49 Lori K: Reacted to "Personally I would g..." with 👍 
1:16:41 Carole J: Thank you, and much gratitude 

1:16:43 Marsha M: Csn you share a Reliable source to purchase a Radionics device? 

1:17:04 Hal M: Best instructor ever, and well worth any cost...love you Lutie! 

1:17:07 Eileen B: Beautiful!!  Thanks Annie! 

1:17:09 Lou L: Reacted to "Best instructor ever..." with 👍 
1:17:55 Maureen H: Can we get instructions to use a Kelly Instrument to Tune the seeds? 

1:18:15 Fayanne S: Reacted to "Best instructor ever..." with 👍 

1:18:26 Fayanne S: Replying to "Csn you share a Reli..." Yes please 

1:19:02 Liggett C: I am presently using Bionetix 

1:19:09 Pamela M: Once I planted a small separate garden for the bunnies and critters to ear. 

1:19:22 Trina C: Replying to "Once I planted a sma..." what is bionetix? 

1:19:34 Ed K: So grateful to Lutie for decades of friendship and wisdom to us at KRT. 🙏 

1:19:41 Shaylynne S: I am so grateful and thankful that the birds are leaving my garden alone 

1:19:45 John F: Is it your opinion that people, like plants, can become dependent on broadcasts if they are 
too many or too frequent? 

1:19:54 Tina C: Reacted to "So grateful to Lutie..." with 👍 

1:20:00 Carlos P:  QUESTION: What is your opinion/experience with the old Electro-Culture? 

1:20:02 Annie M : Where is her farm? 

1:20:06 Trina C: Replying to "I am presently using..." what is bionetics 

1:20:34 Liggett C: Bionetix Vitalis machine. Can you teach me how to translate the copen rates to my 20 dial 



device? 

1:20:36 Carlos P:  QUESTION: What's your opinion about Cosmic Pipes? 

1:21:03 Carlos P:  QUESTION: Is it possible to get her book "Tips and Techniques for Farmers" 

1:21:15 Antoinette 
D: 

Hello, Lutie. Thank you for sharing your knowledge and experience. Are the considerations 
for practicing during particular moon phases or cycles? 

1:21:22 Donna W: Reacted to "QUESTION: Is it poss..." with 👍 

1:21:26 Marsha M: Did Lutie mention using tuning forks in her garden? 

1:21:37 Liggett C: Get a hawk to keep the birds away. Let him be the guardian of the garden! 

1:21:57 John F: Or maybe a hawk broadcast? 

1:22:12 Liggett C: There ya go! 

1:22:22 Eileen B: Re:  BIRDS:  Tune into the Dawn Chorus.  May 2.  Transcendent. 

1:23:46 John F: I’ll just leave this here… https://www.phoenixaurelius.org/products/astronomological-
calendar-2024?_pos=1&_sid=3d4710917&_ss=r 

1:23:50 Lalita S: Do hydroponics plants have vitality? 

1:24:18 Trina C: Reacted to "I’ll just leave this..." with ❤️ 

1:25:13 Dan M: Replying to "Csn you share a Reli..." Kelly Research Technologies. (KRT). 

1:25:22 Shaylynne S: :) 

1:25:44 Marsha M: Replying to "Csn you share a Reli…" @Dan Mangum thank you! 

1:25:45 Shaylynne S: Does the electroculture go hand in hand with what Lutie is doing? 

1:26:20 Maureen H: Reacted to "QUESTION: Is it poss..." with 👍 
1:26:20 Shaylynne S: brings the ether into the soil 

1:26:36 Eileen B: Did you stay stella? 

1:26:54 Eileen B: What are cosmic pipes? 

1:27:06 Beth F : Can you bypass composting (physical additives) and use radionics to restore a low organic 
matter farm - high compaction, not a lot of nutrients? 

1:27:52 Nick F: Replying to "What are cosmic pipe..." Originated with T Galen Heironymous I believe 

1:29:27 Shaylynne S: What type of crystal do you like to imprint on? 

1:29:30 Dariusz L: Replying to "Bionetix Vitalis mac..." If it is Base Ten device simply put the rate leaving zeros 
on the left side of the rate. Coper also produced devices with twenty potentiometers. 

1:29:40 Eileen B: Google: Youtube, CLAY SINGING, Schauberger. 

1:30:19 Emil S: Replying to "What are cosmic pipe..." Quantum Field Broadcaster 

1:30:43 Tina C: Do you address unwanted airborne chemicals in the same manner as unwanted magpies? 

1:31:14 Alice B: Replying to "Do you address unwan..." Neutralize the chemicals 

1:31:22 David E: What about that third Kidney? 

1:31:45 John F: Reacted to "What type of crystal…" with 👆 
1:34:17 Liggett C: Thank you for answering my question!!! 

1:34:23 Emil S: Replying to "What are cosmic pipe..." Field Broadcasting 25 Years On – Quantum 
Agriculture 

1:34:48 Wanda D: when will USPA have in person conference again? 

1:34:57 Lori K: Reacted to "when will USPA have ..." with 👍 

1:34:58 Tina C: Reacted to "Field Broadcasting 2..." with 👍 

1:35:22 Donna W: Reacted to "when will USPA have ..." with 👍 

1:35:41 Daniela D: Reacted to "when will USPA have …" with 👍 
1:35:42 Brenda M: Reacted to "What type of crystal…" with 👆 

1:36:11 USPA Replying to "when will USPA have ..." we are still in discussion 

1:36:16 Shaylynne S: reflective white light? 

1:36:43 Eileen B: Orgone Device? 

1:37:10 Eileen B: what is sonic bloom? 

1:37:11 Wanda D: Reacted to "we are still in disc..." with 🙂 

1:37:45 Nick F: Replying to "what is sonic bloom?"see the books I mentioned above. It's all in there 



1:38:02 Marsha M: Replying to "Do you address unwan…"Lurltie, your shield is not physical, right, it’s 
energetic, created by intention & thought? Why not create, w intention, an ‘energetic 
field’ around veg field that allows in all beneficial properties & repels non beneficials 

1:38:26 John F: Is it your opinion that people, like plants, can become dependent on broadcasts if they are 
too many and too frequent? 

1:38:29 Eileen B: Annie, have you ever buried COPPER pipes to mitigate EMF Radiation? 

1:38:49 Marsha M: Replying to "Do you address unwan…"How do we read-up on creating a vortex? 

1:39:47 Eileen B: Shungite?? 

1:40:15 Nick F: Replying to "Shungite??"Crystal which is said to neutralise negative energy patterns 

1:40:42 Sami C: Replying to "when will USPA have …"I hope and looking forward to see this year 👍 

1:41:13 Ewa P: Replying to "Shungite??"Can you use Lahovski coils in the garden? 

1:45:52 Annie M : QUESTION: On the worksheet, you’ve said to write 43-28 and the word clear to balance the 
aura. Is the 43-28 a rate or am I meant to write 43, 42, 41, etc to 28? 

1:46:16 Trina C: Reacted to "QUESTION: On the wor..." with 👍 

1:46:22 Eileen B: QUESTION:  Is is possible for war torn areas to use radionics ... to heal? 

1:46:39 Marsha M: Reacted to "QUESTION:  Is is pos…" with ❤️ 

1:46:46 Nick F: Replying to "QUESTION:  Is is pos..."People are trying this 

1:47:23 Marsha M: Reacted to "QUESTION: On the wor…" with 👍 
1:49:00 Dan M: 43-28 is the rate for aura distortion. 

1:49:11 Annie M : Reacted to "43-28 is the rate fo…" with 👍 

1:49:11 Tina C: Reacted to "43-28 is the rate fo..." with 👍 

1:49:56 Eileen B: Are we talking about FREQUENCIES? 

1:50:17 Shaylynne S: everything is frequencies :) 

1:50:54 Lori K: Replying to "QUESTION: On the wor..."43 and 28 have to be used together on one tuning 
bank of your instrument.  Its like the numbers in your phone number.  You cannot separate 
them and reach your intended caller. 

1:51:02 John F: What type of crystal do you like to imprint on? 

1:51:06 Donna W: Suggestions on soil around a pine tree that won't grow even grass?? 

1:51:07 Vaios E: Everything is music 

1:51:11 Dan M: Rates like 43-28 with two numbers separated by a dash are Hieronymus rates. They are for 
instruments like KRT, Rogers, Mattioda, or Hieronymus. 

1:51:17 Annie M : Reacted to "43 and 28 have to be…" with 👍 

1:51:22 Dan M: Rates are not frequencies. 

1:51:36 Susan P: What about hydroponics? Are they healthy to eat? 

1:52:07 Eileen B: Scalar waves??? 

1:52:12 Liggett C: Can we use the term ‘scaler wave’? 

1:52:19 Annie M : Replying to "Rates like 43-28 wit…"Is this for a base 10 device? 

1:53:09 Dan M: A rate is a representation of an idea or concept. You can also look at it as a pointer to the 
information (IDF). 

1:53:41 David E: Thought = Vibration = Frequency 

1:54:01 Dan M: Replying to "Rates like 43-28 wit..."@Annie Martin Base 10 devices use rates that look like 
this : 2 6 5 9 1. A string of digits. Could be 3 or 4 or 5 or maybe 6 digits. 

1:55:08 Eileen B: May we could use RADIONICS to address Wind Turbine Syndrome.  (Vibroacoustic Disease) 

1:55:13 Dan M: Scalar field is a better term than Scalar wave. 

1:55:23 Ed K: KRT and Hieronymus instruments are AM radios that are tuned to hertzian frequencies 
that add resonance or dissonance to either known or cold scanned parts of the living 
energy system.  The radio waves are then transformed into Tesla scalar energy waves in 
the reaction plate/antenna. 

1:55:46 Ed K: Replying to "KRT and Hieronymus i…" The actual 0-100 gradations on the rate dials are 
percentages of the available radio bandwidth that is established by the mechanism of the 
tuning capacitors.  KRT instruments are roughly 7-8 megahertz from 0-0 to 100-100. 



1:56:06 Ed K: Replying to "KRT and Hieronymus i…" It’s important to note that a living energy system can 
be resonated with countless other octaves of energy-as-information, including physical 
waves such as sound waves (Rife), other parts of the EM spectrum, and also pure  scalar 
energy, as with focused intent by a person (Radiesthesia).  The above description just lays 
out how KRT/Hieronymus instruments work. 

1:56:29 Eileen B: Replying to "KRT and Hieronymus i..." yikes 

1:56:41 Vaios E: Reacted to "It’s important to no..." with 🙏 
1:56:59 D C: Can we get a copy of the char afterwards. It is rich with great knowledge and wisdom 

1:57:05 D C: chat 

1:57:38 Donna W: Suggestions on soil around a pine tree that won't grow even grass?? 

1:58:17 Annie M : Reacted to "@Annie Martin Base 1…" with 👍 
1:58:21 Dan M: Exactly Scott. Words mean things and they can get in the way if people get TOO strict or 

too loose about them. 

1:58:47 Cristin D: BE CURIOUS, NOT JUDGEMENTAL 

1:58:57 Cristin D: WALT WHITMAN 

1:59:16 Vaios E: Reacted to "BE CURIOUS, NOT JUDG..." with 👍 

1:59:24 Gregory O: Reacted to "WALT WHITMAN" with 👍 

1:59:55 Shaylynne S: Replying to "chat" Click the 3 dots at the bottom, and select "save chat" 02:00:53 

2:01:05 Eileen B: Resonance.  Humming.  Singing. 

2:01:21 Annie M : Replying to "Rates like 43-28 wit…" @Dan Mangum thank you :) 

2:01:24 Eileen B: Sound is Light. 

2:03:59 Shaylynne S: For pests, use your location on the out plate, and a positive saying on the in plate - 
Mosquitoes for example:Make all the bodies of water on my land inhospitable to 
mosquito's. Drive them away from my property. Make us impervious to being bitten by 
mosquitos. 

2:04:41 Eileen B: I struggle with the over exposure of DIGITAL anything.  I mean, look what is happening. 

2:05:01 Donna W: Reacted to "For pests, use your ..." with 👏 

2:05:03 Trina C: Reacted to "For pests, use your ..." with ❤️ 

2:06:05 Shaylynne S: Replying to "For pests, use your ..."It's assumed that everything you do is sent with loving 
intent, at the highest good. 

2:06:08 D C: hahaha 

2:06:30 Eileen B: Annie, What is dormant in us? 

2:06:36 Dan M: Radionic instruments expand, amplify, extend, and enhance our own innate abilities. They 
interface with us. And unlike us, they don’t get tired, need to eat, or have to go to work. 

2:06:48 Trina C: Reacted to "Radionic instruments..." with ❤️ 

2:06:49 USPA Replying to "For pests, use your ..."contact@psychotronics.org 

2:07:04 Lori K: Reacted to "Radionic instruments..." with 👍 

2:08:03 Eileen B: Oops, LUTIE (not Annie) So sorry. 

2:08:06 David E: This is an amazing session!😇 
2:08:08 D C: This was fabulous. Thank you, Scott, Lutie and everyone!!! 

2:08:15 Jane M: Many thanks. 

2:08:23 Annie M : Thank you!! 

2:08:23 Beth F : Thank you.  I am glad I registered. 

2:08:33 Genevieve 
C: 

Merci Lutie 

2:08:38 Eileen B: Thanks for the ENCOURAGEMENT. 

2:08:39 Tina C: Thank you for a great talk. Have a great Year of the Wood Dragon! 

2:08:39 Vaios E: Thank you Lutie ! 

2:08:45 Trina C: Thank you I appreciated this very much. 

2:08:47 Pat M: Thanks!  This was very informative 

2:08:48 Marius L: Thank you for the information Lutie, blessings 



2:08:58 Lori K: Thank you so much!  What a great conversation! 

2:09:02 Lalita S: Thank you so much Lutie.🙏🌺 

2:09:05 Allan Pt: thankyou 

2:09:05 Daniela D: Thank you!!! Greetings from uk 

2:09:05 Hal M: Thanks, good to see and hear you again Lutie,,Love and light 

2:09:08 Pamela M: Thank you so much for this class.  So wonderful to see you again Lutie, and to be with such 
a group of like minded people. 

2:09:09 Thalia S: Thank you!💕 

2:09:12 Sandra G: Thank you so much!!! 

2:09:13 Carlos P:  Thanks 

2:09:17 Brenda M: Thank you Lutie 

2:09:17 Dennis E: Thank you. 

2:09:17 Nancy E: Thank You 

2:09:27 Liggett C: Thank you everyone. What a great way to start the Chinese New Year 2024!!! 

2:09:41 Susan K: Thank you everyone!!!! Much Love 

2:09:45 Gregory O: Thank you, Lutie for all that you give, share, and are! 

2:09:47 Judy L: And a wonderful sharing it was! Thanks to all! 

2:09:59 Susan P: Thanks 

2:10:09 Maureen H: Thank you 

 


